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Refrigeration Solutions for Medicine Storage 
 
Refrigeration of medicines and vaccines in pharmacies require the use of special 
purpose, well-controlled refrigerators. Medicines and vaccines have a narrow 
recommended temperature window (typically 2oC to 8oC) needed to guarantee 
effectiveness of the medicine and shelf life. 
 
Temperature loggers installed in the refrigerator monitor conditions. A refrigerator 
will exhibit temperature cycles as the refrigerator attempts to cool and regulate the 
temperature within. The loggers monitor the temperature over time and guarantee 
the conditions. There can be significant variation in temperature at different locations 
within the refrigerator and so multiple loggers are often employed in one refrigerator. 
 
Today pharmacists use USB based temperature loggers for this purpose. To configure 
the logger and to collect data from the logger it is necessary to connect USB cables to 
some laptop computer. 
 

Senonics… 

Senonics have now introduced a Bluetooth wireless based temperature and humidity logger named Bluefin. 
Senonics have combined the traditional high accuracy logging performance of their traditional temperature and 
humidity loggers with the flexibility of Bluetooth wireless technology. 
 
Bluefin loggers can be placed in a refrigerator at different locations. The devices can be configured and data 
downloaded from a mobile device or tablet. In this way, the logger can be communicated with, without the need to 
open the refrigerator and without any connection of USB cables so that conditions within the refrigerator remain 
unaffected. 
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Bluefin loggers come with the high accuracy one expects for medicine and vaccine storage. The logger also includes 
built in alarms to detect if particular environmental conditions are exceeded. 

Mobile Solutions 

The usual way to configure your data logger is via your mobile device or tablet using the Senonics App. Our app is 
intuitive and a simple way to set the logging interval, alarm levels, logger details etc. The same App can also be used 
to download data that has been logged. Data can then be stored on the mobile device or emailed as a Comma 
Separated Value (CSV) file for later post processing. 

Advanced Solutions 

It is possible to also make more advanced systems from this basic technology. For example, the mobile application 
can be extended to act as a gateway to the internet. It could act more as a periodic monitoring device, if conditions 
are exceeded then it could send alarms over the internet to users or some central monitoring station. 

 

External Probes 

The Bluefin logger can also be extended to incorporate external probes. External 
probes can be useful in a pharmaceutical application for measuring liquid 
temperatures. 
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